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Dark Matter on cosmological scales

• Dark Matter (DM) needed on all scales.


• DM model requires electrically neutral particles moving  
(almost)non-relativistically when structures formed.


• Therefore, Standard Model is not a complete and fundamental theory.



Dark Matter on galactic scales

Fig. 3. Rotation curves of 
galaxies of various Hubble types.



The WIMP “miracle”
E. Kolb and M. Turner, “The Early Universe” (1994)

Let � be a stable particle carrying a non-zero

charge under the SM gauge group:

��̄ ! qq̄ (1)

The evolution of the number density is described

by the Boltzmann equation:
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At freeze-out, when � ⌧ H , the number den-

sity per comoving volume becomes constant. For

a species which is not-relativistic at freeze-out:
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The WIMP recipe to embed a DM candidate in

a SM extension foresees an extra particle � that is

stable, massive and weakly-interacting!
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How Cold Is Cold Dark Matter?Focusing on WDM with lensed high-z galaxies L55

required for collapse, δc(M, z). Using spherically symmetric hy-
drodynamics simulations, and exploiting the analogy between the
WDM effective pressure and gas pressure, Barkana et al. (2001)
computed the modified δc(M, z) to be used in the excursion-set
random walk procedure. They show that this effective pressure can
be of comparable importance to the power-spectrum cut-off above,
in suppressing small-scale structures. Benson et al. (2013) showed
that the results of Barkana et al. (2001) can be well fitted by the
following functional form:
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Here, x = log (M/MJ) and MJ is an effective WDM Jeans mass, i.e.
the mass scale below which collapse is significantly delayed by the
pressure:
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where zeq is the redshift of radiation–matter equality, gx is the ef-
fective number of degrees of freedom of WDM and
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Benson et al. (2013) also note that δc, WDM(M, z) should be mul-
tiplied by an additional factor of 1.197, in order to compensate
for the non-standard normalization of the window function above.
This normalization is motivated by requiring WDM and CDM mass
functions to converge at high masses. In order to compute the WDM
mass function, one can record the first crossing probability, f(σ 2),
averaging over many random walks (Mesinger et al. 2005). Instead,
we use the faster recursive procedure described in appendix A of
Benson et al. (2013), to which we refer the reader for further details.

2.3 CDM mass functions

We adopt a standard analytic formula, which is known to accurately
fit N-body results (Sheth & Tormen 1999; Jenkins et al. 2001), to
compute CDM mass functions:
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where fST is the fraction of mass contained in haloes with masses
greater than M, and A = 0.322, a1 = 0.707, p = 0.3, δc = 1.686.

3 R ESULTS

The resulting CDM and WDM halo mass functions at z = 10 are
shown in Fig. 1, for four different values of the WDM particle
mass: mx = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 keV. Solid lines include both of the
effects mentioned above (free-streaming and effective pressure),
while dashed lines only include the free-streaming. The latter can
be considered as strict, highly conservative, particle-type indepen-

Figure 1. Halo mass functions in CDM (thick solid line) and WDM (solid
lines) at z = 10. The dot–dashed lines correspond to WDM models where
only the free-streaming effect has been accounted for (i.e. the effective
pressure from the residual velocity dispersion of the WDM particles is
neglected).

dent estimates of the impact of WDM on high-z mass functions.3

The thick solid line is the standard CDM halo mass function. The
exponential suppression of low-mass haloes in WDM models is ev-
ident in the figure, with the abundance of ∼108 M⊙ haloes dramat-
ically reduced for mx ! 2 keV. The effective pressure from WDM
velocity dispersion makes this mass function truncation much more
dramatic. Haloes with M ≈ 108 M⊙ correspond to the lowest
masses in which cooling by atomic hydrogen is efficient, suggest-
ing that abundances of z ∼ 10 star-forming galaxies are sensitive to
mx ! 2–3 keV (e.g. de Souza et al. 2013).

By integrating the WDM mass functions in Fig. 1 above a low-
mass limit, Mmin, one obtains the total number density of haloes
at z = 10 with mass M > Mmin, shown in Fig. 2. This figure is
the main result of this work. As an example of its use, let us con-
sider halo abundances in WDM models with mx < 3 keV. We note
from the figure that haloes, of any mass, cannot be more abundant
than ≈0.8 Mpc−3 if mx ! 3 keV. This ‘forbidden region’ is high-
lighted in blue, and is completely independent of the physics of
the baryons. In principle, stronger constraints could be obtained, at
the expense of astrophysical modelling uncertainties, if such mod-
elling requires host haloes of detected galaxies to be higher than

3 The effects of free-streaming (Section 2.1) are straightforward to compute
analytically and to include in N-body simulations as a modification of the
initial power spectrum (e.g. Bode et al. 2001). Analytic WDM halo mass
functions are in agreement with N-body codes, when compared just includ-
ing free-streaming and accounting for artificial fragmentation of N-body
filaments (Wang & White 2007). Furthermore, the resulting modification of
the power spectrum can be computed for any given WDM particle, and so
results for our fiducial thermal relic mass, mx, can be translated to masses of
other WDM particles (e.g. sterile neutrinos), by equating their correspond-
ing streaming lengths. On the other hand, the effects of WDM velocity
dispersion (Section 2.2) are more uncertain, as they require accounting for
intra-particle dispersion in N-body simulations. Thus, our prescription for
including the effects of residual velocities on structure formation is not as
well tested as the effects of free-streaming. Furthermore, our method is
motivated by the results of Barkana et al. (2001), who made the analogy
of WDM velocity dispersion to gas temperature in their simulations. This
analogy is only well defined in the case of a thermal relic WDM particle.
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WIMPs detection strategies
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All these approaches are complementary!
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DM during Dark Ages

• WIMP annihilation produce gamma-rays, cosmic-rays, anti-matter:  
release energy which, in principle, ionize/heat up baryonic gas.


• Energy released enormous: 1 GeV energy is sufficient to ionize ~108 hydrogen atoms, only a 
tiny fraction of DM decay/annihilate is enough to affect ionization history.


• By looking for departures from the “standard recombination” scenario, we can place limits on 
energy injection at z=100-1000 and translate these limits to exclusions in WIMP parameter 
space (e.g. the cross-section / mass plane, etc.).

ionization

heating

Lyman photons

CE, M.Valdés, A.Ferrara, N. Yoshida, MNRAS, 2012 

χχ



Baryon history in the Universe
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CMB constraints
CE, S.Pandolfi and A.Ferrara, MNRAS, 2013

• more free electrons survive at low redshift after recombination compared to the standard 
case. Increase the width of the LSS, and consequently the width of the visibility function.


• these results are quite robust since we understand recombination and the CMB quite well 
and astrophysical backgrounds are less relevant with respect to constraints based on, e.g., 
annihilations in late-time halos.
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21cm physics in a nutshell
J.Pritchard and A.Loeb, arXiv:1109.6012

21cmFAST 15

Figure 10. Evolution of the mean temperatures from 21cmFAST in our
fiducial model. Solid, dashed and dotted curves show TS, TK and Tγ , re-
spectively.

(i) Collisional coupling; T̄K = T̄S ≤ Tγ : At high redshifts,
the IGM is dense, so the spin temperature is collisionally coupled
to the gas kinetic temperature. The gas temperature is originally
coupled to the CMB, but after decoupling cools adiabatically as ∝
(1+z)−2, faster than the CMB. The 21-cm brightness temperature
offset from the CMB in this regime starts at zero, when all three
temperatures are equal, and then becomes increasingly negative as
TS and TK diverge more and more from Tγ . The fluctuations in δTb

are driven by the density field, as collisional coupling is efficient
everywhere. In our fiducial model, this epoch corresponds to 100 ∼

<

z.
(ii) Collisional decoupling; T̄K < T̄S < Tγ : The IGM be-

comes less dense as the Universe expands. The spin temperature
starts to decouple from the kinetic temperature, and begins to ap-
proach the CMB temperature again, thus δTb starts rising towards
zero. Decoupling from TK occurs as a function of the local gas den-
sity, with underdense regions decoupling first. The power spectrum
initially steepens, as small-scale density fluctuations drive the ad-
ditional fluctuations of the collisional coupling coefficient. As the
spin temperature in even the overdense regions finally decouples
from the kinetic temperature, the power spectrum flattens again,
and the mean signal drops as T̄S → 0. In our fiducial model, this
epoch corresponds to 35 ∼

< z ∼
< 100.

(iii) Collisional decoupling→WF coupling transition; T̄K <
T̄S ≈ Tγ : As the spin temperature throughout the IGM decouples
from the kinetic temperature, the mean signal is faint and might
disappear, if the first sources wait long enough to ignite. In our
fiducial model, this transition regime doesn’t really exist. In fact
our first sources turn on before the spin temperature fully decouples
from the kinetic temperature.
(iv) WF coupling; T̄K < T̄S < Tγ : The first astrophysical

sources turn on, and begin coupling the spin temperature of the
nearby IGM to the kinetic temperature through the WF effect (Lyα

coupling). As the requirements for Lyα coupling are more mod-
est than those to heat the gas through X-ray heating, the kinetic
temperature keeps decreasing in this epoch. The mean brightness
temperature offset from the CMB starts becoming more negative25
again and can even reach values of δTb < −100mK. In our fiducial
model, this epoch corresponds to 25 ∼

< z ∼
< 35.

(v) WF coupling → X-ray heating transition; T̄K ∼ T̄S <
Tγ : Lyα coupling begins to saturate as most of the IGM has a spin
temperature which is strongly coupled to the kinetic temperature.
The mean spin temperature reaches a minimum value, and then be-
gins increasing. A few underdense voids are left only weakly cou-
pled as X-rays from the first sources begin heating the surrounding
gas in earnest, raising its kinetic temperature. The 21-cm power
spectrum steepens dramatically as small-scale overdensities now
host hot gas, while on large scales the gas is uniformly cold as Lyα
coupling saturates. As inhomogeneous X-ray heating continues, the
large-scale power comes back up. In our fiducial model, this tran-
sition occurs around z ∼ 25.
(vi) X-ray heating; T̄K = T̄S < Tγ : X-rays start permeating

the IGM. The fluctuations in δTb are now at their maximum, as
regions close to X-ray sources are heated above the CMB temper-
ature, δTb > 0, while regions far away from sources are still very
cold, δTb < 0. A “shoulder” in the power spectrum, similar to that
seen in the epoch of reionization (e.g. McQuinn et al. 2007), moves
from small scales to large scales. X-rays eventually heat the entire
IGM, and 21-cm can only be seen in emission. The power spec-
trum falls as this process nears completion. In our fiducial mode,
this epoch corresponds to 18 ∼

< z ∼
< 25.

(vii) X-ray heating → reionization transition; T̄K = T̄S >
Tγ : X-rays have heated all of the IGM to temperatures above the
CMB. The 21-cm signal becomes insensitive to the spin temper-
ature. Emission in 21-cm is now at its strongest before reioniza-
tion begins in earnest. The 21-cm power spectrum is driven by the
fluctuations in the density field. In our fiducial model, this epoch
corresponds to 16 ∼

< z ∼
< 18.

(viii) Reionization: Ionizing photons from early generations of
sources begin permeating the Universe, wiping-out the 21-cm sig-
nal inside ionized regions. The power spectrum initially drops on
large scales at x̄HI ∼

> 0.9 as the first regions to be ionized are the
small-scale overdensities (McQuinn et al. 2007). The mean signal
decreases as HII regions grow, and the power spectrum is governed
by HII morphology. This epoch can have other interesting features
depending on the detailed evolution of the sources and sinks of
ionizing photons, as well as feedback processes, but as the focus of
this section is the pre-reionization regime, we shall be brief in this
point. In our fiducial model, this epoch corresponds to 7 ∼

< z ∼
< 16.

25 Note that we discuss global trends here. Locally around each Lyα
source, there are partially ionized regions hosting hotter gas (e.g. Cen 2006).
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• HI emission (predicted by van de Hulst in 1945, student of Oort):
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• In emission if TS > TCMB; in absorption if TS < TCMB

• In the absence of coupling mechanisms: TS = TCMB.
But! Two mechanisms couple TS to TK : collisions and Ly↵ pump-
ing (also known as Wouthuysen-Field E↵ect):
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The LOFAR EoR experiment

error computation. Those that are interested in experimen-
tal design may wish to focus on Secs. IV and V, where we
explore various experimental trade-offs for observations
targeting the dark ages and reionization, respectively.
Forecasts for the performances of some fiducial experi-
ments are presented in Sec. VI, and we summarize our
conclusions in Sec. VII.

II. THE COSMOLOGICAL GLOBAL SPECTRUM
AND SOURCES OF MEASUREMENT

CONTAMINATION

A. Model of the signal

We begin by sketching the ingredients of our 21 cm global
signal model. For more details there exist several good
reviews on the physics of the 21 cm signal [2–4]. The
21 cm signal arises from the physical properties of neutral
hydrogen in the intergalactic medium (IGM), specifically
from the density of neutral hydrogen and the 21 cm spin
temperature, which describes the relative number of hydro-
gen atoms with proton and electron spin aligned or antia-
ligned. These quantities respond to radiation from luminous
sources and so are expected to vary from place to place.

Fluctuations in the 21 cm signal are being targeted by
radio interferometers such as LOFAR, MWA, PAPER, and
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope, as mentioned in Sec. I.
These fluctuation are scale dependent with most power on
the characteristic scale of ionized or heated regions, which
are believed to be tens of arc minutes across. When viewed
with a beam larger than this characteristic size these fluc-
tuations will average out, giving a measure of the mean or
‘‘global’’ 21 cm signal. In this paper, we concentrate on
measuring this isotropic part of the 21 cm signal and
consider the anisotropic fluctuations as a source of noise.
Studies by Bittner and Loeb [38] showed that during
reionization a beam size of a few degrees is sufficient to
smooth out most of the fluctuations. In this paper, any
contribution of the fluctuations left over after convolving
with the large beam will be considered as irreducible noise.

The basic dependence of the differential 21 cm bright-
ness temperature Tb on the average ionized fraction !xi and
spin temperature TS is

Tb ! 27ð1# !xiÞ
!
TS # TCMB

TS

"!
1þ z

10

"
1=2

mK; (1)

where we have used the WMAP7 cosmological parameters
to fix the baryon and mass abundances as "bh

2 ¼ 0:023
and "mh

2 ¼ 0:15 [39]. The key redshift dependence
comes via xiðzÞ and TSðzÞ, which we model following the
approach of Pritchard and Loeb [40], where the reader will
find technical details. This model incorporates (1) the
ionizing radiation from galaxies, (2) x-ray heating from
galaxies [41], and (3) Lyman-alpha emission from gal-
axies, and assumes a simple prescription linking the star
formation rate to the fraction of mass in collapsed structure
above a critical mass threshold required for atomic hydro-
gen cooling.
This model predicts a 21 cm signal that divides into

three qualitatively different regimes (see Fig. 1). The first,
a shallow absorption feature at 30 & z & 200, begins as
the gas thermally decouples from the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) and ends as our Universe become too
rarified for collisions to couple TS to Tgas. Next, a second
and possibly deeper absorption feature occurs as the first
galaxies form at z * 30. This is initiated as Lyman-alpha
photons illuminate the Universe, coupling spin and gas
temperatures strongly, and ends as increasing x-ray emis-
sion heats the IGM above the CMB, leading to a 21 cm
emission signal. This emission signal is the third key
feature, which slowly dies away in a ‘‘reionization step’’
as ionizing UV photons ionize the IGM. As described in
Refs. [21,42] there is considerable uncertainty in the exact
positions and details of these features, but the basic picture
seems robust.
The last two features—an absorption trough driven by

the onset of galaxy formation1 and an emission step
accompanying reionization—form the focus of this paper,
since these seemmost likely to be detectable (a fact that we
will explain and rigorously justify in Sec. IVB). The ear-
liest absorption trough seems unlikely to be detected in the

FIG. 1. Target 21 cm global signal as predicted by the model of Pritchard and Loeb [21]. The exact details of this signal are uncertain
and depend upon the nature of the first galaxies.

1For linguistic convenience, we will include the absorption
trough at z' 20 as part of the dark ages, even though it really
marks the very end of the dark ages.

GLOBAL 21 CM SIGNAL EXPERIMENTS: A DESIGNER’s . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 043002 (2013)

043002-3

80 S. Zaroubi

Fig. 19 Left hand panel: An artists impression of the layout of the LOFAR telescope over Western
Europe. For the EoR, only the central part of the telescope is relevant. (courtesy of Peter Prijs).
Right hand panel: The very central area of LOFAR. This circular area is know as the superterp and
is the heart of the LOFAR core. The high-band array stations (covered in black blastic sheets) are
clearly seen in this picture. In between one can also see the Low-Band Array antennas

5.3 Station Configuration and uv Coverage

In principle, Fourier space measurement and real space measurement are equivalent.
However, this is only true if one has a perfect coverage of both spaces. In reality,
each baseline will cover a certain line in the so called uv plane which needs
to be convolved with the width of the track (see right hand panel of Fig. 18).
The combination of all the tracks of the array produces the uv coverage of the
interferometer. The low frequency arrays must be configured so that they have a
very good uv coverage. This is crucial to the calibration effort of the data where
a filled uv plane is important for obtaining precise Local (Nijboer et al. 2006) and
Global (Smirnov and Noordam 2004) Sky models (LSM/GSM; i.e. catalogues of
the brightest, mostly compact, sources in and outside of the beam, i.e. local versus
global). It is also crucial for the ability to accurately fit for the foregrounds (Harker
et al. 2009; Jelić et al. 2008) and to the measurement of the EoR signal power
spectrum (Bowman et al. 2006; Harker et al. 2010; Hobson and Maisinger 2002;
Santos et al. 2005).

The uv coverage of an interferometric array depends on the layout of the stations
(interferometric elements), their number and size as well as on the integration
time, especially, when the number of stations is not large enough to have a good
instantaneous uv coverage.

For a given total collecting area one can achieve a better uv coverage by having
smaller elements (stations). For example LOFAR has chosen to have large stations
resulting in about !103 baselines in the core area. Such a small number of baselines
needs about 5–6 h of integration time per field in order to fill the uv plane (using the
Earth’s rotation). In comparison, MWA which has roughly 1/3 of the total collecting
area of LOFAR but chose to have smaller stations with about !105 baselines
resulting in an almost instantaneous full uv coverage.

(Zaroubi, 2013)

frequency coverage: 120-240 Mhz  
site: Netherlands 
angular resolution: 5”-3”  
effective area: 93,479 m2 
already in data-taking



Square Kilometer Array (SKA)

error computation. Those that are interested in experimen-
tal design may wish to focus on Secs. IV and V, where we
explore various experimental trade-offs for observations
targeting the dark ages and reionization, respectively.
Forecasts for the performances of some fiducial experi-
ments are presented in Sec. VI, and we summarize our
conclusions in Sec. VII.
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galaxies [41], and (3) Lyman-alpha emission from gal-
axies, and assumes a simple prescription linking the star
formation rate to the fraction of mass in collapsed structure
above a critical mass threshold required for atomic hydro-
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since these seemmost likely to be detectable (a fact that we
will explain and rigorously justify in Sec. IVB). The ear-
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FIG. 1. Target 21 cm global signal as predicted by the model of Pritchard and Loeb [21]. The exact details of this signal are uncertain
and depend upon the nature of the first galaxies.

1For linguistic convenience, we will include the absorption
trough at z' 20 as part of the dark ages, even though it really
marks the very end of the dark ages.
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DM annihilation effects on 21 cm

heating fraction Lya fraction

S.R.Furlanetto, S.P.Oh & E.Pierpaoli, PRD, 2006 ; A.Natarajan & D.J.Schwarz, PRD, 2009



M.E.DE.A. code

• Several astrophysical and cosmological sources produce high energy 
particles through different acceleration processes: 
how is this energy transferred to the surrounding environment?

• Monte Carlo method: repeated random sampling of the relevant physical 
quantities and processes ( i.e. cross-sections and interaction probabilities ) to 
follow the evolution of a relativistic electron. 

• An high energy electron in the IGM produces a chain of reactions: start with 
one particle, end up with many → the code calculates for every particle the 
probability of the main interaction channels and then selects one by a random 
number generator, until the energy is deposited into the IGM.

• Montecarlo Energy DEposition Analysis.

M.Valdés, CE, A.Ferrara, MNRAS, 2011 



Lepton interactions

• IC dominant down to a O(MeV) energy

• Positronium formation in positron 

collision with H and He.
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Table 1. Energy threshold of reactions induced by positrons.

Process Threshold (eV)

e+ + H→ Ps + H+ 6.8

e+ + H→ e+ + e− + H+ 13.6

e+ + H→ e+ + H∗ 10.2

e+ + H→ e+ + H∗∗ 12.1

e+ + He→ Ps + He+ 17.8

e+ + He→ e+ + e− + He+ 24.6

e+ + He→ e+ + He∗ 21.2

e+ + H2 → Ps + H+2 8.6

e+ + H2 → e+ + e− + H+2 15.4

e+ + H2 → e+ + H∗2 12.0

Janev & Solov’ev (1998) below 40 eV and averages of the ex-
perimental data above this value. The energy loss by positrons
in such a collision has been approximated by BRD79 to be
distributed as a Gaussian with a mean of one-fourth of the
binding energy and a standard deviation of ≈2 eV. We adopt
this approximation, which was inspired by the calculations by
Omidvar (1965) of the ejected electron velocities in electron–
hydrogen ionization collision.

Concerning the positron-induced excitation of H we used
the calculated cross sections of Walters (1988) and Kernoghan
et al. (1996) for 1s−2s and 1s−2p excitations. The cross section
for excitation of higher energy levels is taken from Fig. 3 of
Stein et al. (1998). The latter has been deduced by subtracting
the elastic, ionization, 1s−2s and 1s−2p excitation and Ps for-
mation cross sections calculated by Kernoghan et al. (1996)
from their total calculated cross section. The positron energy
lost in an excitation to the 2s or 2p levels of H is ≈10.2 eV. We
assume the energy loss in excitation of the highest levels to be
identical to the one for the n = 3 level (12.1 eV).

Among the recent measurements of Ps formation cross sec-
tions (Sperber et al. 1992; Zhou et al. 1997; Kara et al. 1999),
the results of Sperber et al. (1992), which were the first to be
performed, differ significantly (a factor of 4/3) from the others
and are thought to be incorrect (Hoffman et al. 1997). Ps forma-
tion cross sections calculated by Kernoghan et al. (1996) are in
good accord with the experimental results of Zhou et al. (1997)
and Kara et al. (1999). We thus use this calculation’s results in
modelling the cross section. Since the excitation and ionization
processes dominate above 100 eV, measurements of the Ps for-
mation cross section are subject to large uncertainties. For the
same reasons, the extrapolation of the charge exchange cross
section by a power law or by an exponential cut does not affect
the results of the fraction of Ps formation in-flight significantly.

2.1.2. Helium

Experiments for the measurement of the single ionization of
helium by positron impact (Fromme et al. 1986; Knudsen et al.
1990; Jacobsen et al. 1995; Moxom et al. 1996) yield gen-
eral agreement, except for the results of Fromme et al. (1986)

Fig. 1. Cross sections for positronium formation, ionization and ex-
citation in positron collision with a) atomic hydrogen; b) molecular
hydrogen; and c) helium as a function of the kinetic energy.

which slightly overestimate the cross section below 50 eV
and underestimate it (by ≈12%) in the 100−200 eV range.
The calculation for positron kinetic energies below 150 eV
made by Campbell et al. (1998) fits the data quite well (see
also CH2001 p. 241). We use this theoretical result for ener-
gies less than 150 eV and the average of the measurements
above this value. The energy distribution of the ejected elec-
tron is taken from Goruganthu et al. (1985), who calculated
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Photon interactions

• There is a z-dependent transparency window.


• In the z ~ 100 - 1000 region energy deposition is almost “local” (as for electrons).

A.A.Zdziarski and R.Svensson, APJ, 1989 ; T.Slatyer et al., PRD, 2009 

photon-photon scattering, and pair production off CMB
photons. The cross sections and spectra for these processes
are listed in Appendix C. To estimate the efficiency of
these mechanisms, we compare the cooling time for each
process, tcool ! 1=ðd lnE=dtÞ, to the Hubble time, tH !
1=HðzÞ. Except for Compton scattering and photon-photon
scattering, we approximate the cooling time by the mean
free time as most of the energy is lost in the first interac-
tion. If tH $ tcool, the photons ionize the IGM, produce
energetic electrons, or downscatter, very rapidly. Con-
versely, if tH % tcool, the Universe is optically thin and
most of the energy is lost through the redshifting of pho-
tons. The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 1 and
2. At the relevant redshifts for hydrogen recombination,
z& 700–1200, while the Universe is not transparent at the
relevant energies, it is also not sufficiently opaque that we
can ignore redshifting entirely.

For photons with energies below &103 eV and above
&1011 eV, in the redshift range of interest, the dominant
processes (photoionization and pair production on the
CMB, respectively) take place on time scales much faster
than the Hubble time. The lowest-energy photons deposit
their energy into the IGM by photoionization, while the
highest-energy photons rapidly pair produce or downscat-
ter on the CMB. Photon-photon scattering is a ‘‘photon
splitting’’ process that yields an approximately flat photon
spectrum (up to the energy of the initial photon), whereas pair production produces an approximately flat spectrum of

high-energy electrons and positrons which rapidly inverse
Compton scatter to produce a softer photon spectrum.
Photons lying in the broad 103–1011 eV range scatter or

pair-produce on time scales within a few orders of magni-
tude of the Hubble time, while slowly redshifting away
their energy. With decreasing redshift, all the energy-loss
processes decrease in efficiency relative to the Hubble
time, as shown in Fig. 2.
There is a ‘‘transparency window’’ at &108–1010 eV at

z ¼ 1000, where the cooling time of the dominant energy-
loss processes is close to the Hubble time. The ratio

tH=tcool / ð1þ zÞ3=2 ( / ð1þ zÞ9=2 for photon-photon
scattering), while the photon energy redshifts as (1þ z):
photons injected into a transparency window can therefore
remain in the optically thin regime, and contribute to the
diffuse photon background today. Below this energy range,
Compton scattering rapidly depletes the photon spectrum,
but becomes inefficient as an energy-loss process at lower
energies where Compton scattering becomes purely elas-
tic. The result is a second, narrower ’’transparency win-
dow’’ below the Compton bump.

C. Beyond the ‘‘on-the-spot’’ approximation

Previous analyses of the effect of DM annihilation/decay
on the ionization history of the Universe [5,38,40,43] have
employed the ‘‘on-the-spot’’ approximation, where the
energy from DM annihilation/decay is assumed to be in-
stantaneously deposited in the IGM with some efficiency
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FIG. 1 (color online). A comparison of the photon cooling
time to the Hubble time at z ¼ 1000, for different photon
energies. The dominant processes (in order of increasing energy)
are ionization, Compton scattering, pair production on the H=He
gas, photon-photon scattering, and pair production on the CMB.
All the curves assume a He mass fraction of 1=4, with a density
of 2:57) 10*7 amu=cm3 today. The dotted curve shows pair
production on a neutral IGM, the dashed curve shows pair
production on a fully ionized IGM, and the dashed-dotted curve
represents pair production on the CMB. This figure updates
Fig. 1 in [5], which had an error leading to cooling times
approximately a factor of 3 longer.

FIG. 2. A comparison of the photon cooling time (from all
processes) to the Hubble time over the entire redshift range of
interest. The plot assumes a He mass fraction of 1=4, with a
baryon density of 2:57) 10*7 amu=cm3 today, and the standard
ionization history and fiducial cosmology. The dashed line
corresponds to tcool ¼ tH. There is a discrepancy between this
figure and Fig. 2 in the originally published version of [38]: the
authors of that paper have advised us that upon revising their
calculation, their results now agree with ours.
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DM energy depositions
12 Evoli, Valdés, Ferrara & Yoshida

Figure 6. Fractional depositions from DM annihilation of a 10 GeV bb̄ DM candidate. Line colors as in Fig. 4.

Figure 7. Fractional deposition from DM annihilation of a 200 GeV W+W− DM candidate.

Figure 8. Fractional deposition from DM annihilation of a 1 TeV µ+µ− DM candidate.
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Energy deposition rates

Figure 1. Heating rates from CDM (left) and WDM (right) candidates and compared with astro-
physical heating rates in the fiducial (black-solid) and extreme (gray-solid) models and with adiabatic
cooling (black-dotted). The arrows on the top side of the plot indicate the transition between DM
and astrophysical sources as dominant heating source. Plot legend is also reported in Tab. 2.

it is deposited to the plasma. WDM decay is predicted to release a ⇠keV photon that can
very fastly deposit its entire energy [46]. For the CDM case, we assume for the energy
deposition fractions the analytical functions given in [57] as fitting of our numerical results
and we check that our results are in good agreement, within 20%, with the results obtained
by the analytical approach described in [56], in which photon redshifting has been taken into
account.

4 Results

4.1 Simulations

To model the IGM evolution and the 21 cm signal we use a parallelized version of the publicly
available 21CMFAST code5, modified to account for DM heating, ionization and Lyman-↵
backgrounds as discussed in Sec 3.

21CMFAST uses perturbation theory (PT) and excursion-set formalism to generate
density, velocity, source, ionization, and spin temperature fields. For further details and tests
of the code, interested readers are encouraged to see [48, 65, 66].

Our simulation boxes are 600 Mpc on a side, with a resolution of 4003, while initial
conditions are sampled on a 12003 grid.

We adopt for the background cosmological parameters the values consistent with recent
results from the Planck mission [2]: (⌦⇤, ⌦M , ⌦b, n, �8, H0) = (0.68, 0.32, 0.049, 0.96, 0.83,
67 km s�1 Mpc�1).

4.2 Rates

In Figure 1 we compare the heating rates per baryon from DM annihilations or WDM decays
with the galactic X-ray heating and the gas adiabatic cooling rate. As noticed in [41], the

5
http://homepage.sns.it/mesinger/Sim.html
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Figure 3. Redshift evolution of the average 21cm brightness temperature o↵set from the CMB. The
arrows on the top side of the plot indicate the transition between DM and astrophysical sources as
dominant heating source. Plot legend is also reported in Tab. 2.

of thermal collisions, then TK = TS
<⇠ T� . The IGM cools adiabatically faster than the

CMB, making �Tb to be negative.

2. As the IGM becomes less dense, the spin temperature starts to decouple from the kinetic
temperature, and begins to approach the CMB temperature again, TK < TS

<⇠ T� . As
a consequence, �Tb starts rising towards zero, eventually reaching it when all of the
IGM is decoupled. This epoch corresponds to z >⇠ 30 in Figure 3.

3. As soon as the first astrophysical sources turn on, their emissions drive TS to couple
with TK , through the WF (or Ly↵ pumping) e↵ect, making �Tb negative again. In
Figure 3 the corresponding absorption feature reaches �Tb

<⇠ � 200 at around z ⇠ 20.

4. The following evolution is driven by TK , which is governed by X-ray heating, given
that the spin temperature is now coupled to the gas temperature, TK = TS . As the
gas temperature surpasses T� , the 21 cm signal changes from absorption to emission
(at around z ⇠ 12 here).

5. Finally, the IGM is re-ionized, the signal again approaches zero.

This scenario would change considerably if we allow for DM decay/annihilation. In
fact, the additional heating from DM particles drives TS closer to TCMB already during the
collisional decoupling era (2), therefore we can expect a reduction of the absorption feature of
the homogeneous 21 cm background in that redshift range (z >⇠ 30). Furthermore, at redshift
corresponding to the WF coupling (3), galaxies and DM togheter quickly drive J↵ to values
high enough for e�cient Ly↵ pumping, meanwhile DM heats up the IGM then significantly
reducing the absorption feature at around z ⇠ 20.

The main result is then the partial or total erasing of the absorption feature observed
at 16 < z < 30 in the fiducial model. In particular, depending on the assumed Mmin, the
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Figure 3. Slices through the 21 cm brightness temperature maps for two models with different prescriptions for the galaxy properties (Mesinger, Ferrara &
Spiegel 2012a). The simulations are 750 Mpc on a side, with a resolution of 5003. Each slice is 1 cell (1.5 Mpc) thick. The horizontal axis shows evolution
along the comoving line-of-sight coordinate. The top panel corresponds to a ‘fiducial’ model, in which the X-ray luminosity of primordial galaxies is the same
as that observed in nearby starburst galaxies, while the lower panel corresponds to a model in which primordial galaxies are much more efficient in generating
X-rays, saturating the soft X-ray background at z ! 10 (see text for details).

(ii) Extreme (bottom panel). Galaxies hosting UV and X-ray
sources reside in more massive haloes, similar to ones observed
at moderate redshifts (e.g. Labbe et al. 2010) and which are
more resilient to feedback effects (e.g. Springel & Hernquist 2003;
Mesinger & Dijkstra 2008; Okamoto, Gao & Theuns 2008). These
galaxies have virial temperatures Tvir > 105 K, corresponding to
halo masses of Mhalo > 109 M⊙ at z ≈ 20. Interestingly, in this case
Lyα pumping is dominated by the X-ray excitation of H I, and has a
very different spatial signature from the fiducial model. The X-ray
luminosity of galaxies also follows a hν−1.5 power-law shape, but
with a more energetic lower limit of hν0 = 900 eV (corresponding
to heavy obscuration; e.g. Lutovinov et al. 2005), and an X-ray ef-
ficiency corresponding to ∼4000 X-ray photons per stellar baryon.
This scenario is considered ‘extreme’ since the z ! 10 X-ray sources
dominate reionization and saturate the unresolved soft X-ray back-
ground (Hickox & Markevitch 2007; Mesinger et al. 2012a).

Both scenarios are consistent with the WMAP7 constraints on
τ e at 2σ (Komatsu et al. 2011). Notice that the values of ⟨σv⟩max

computed in Section 3.2 represent an upper limit and are not self-
consistent with the contribution to τ e from the astrophysical sources
modelled by 21 CMFAST. On the other hand the DM models with
the thermal cross-section ⟨σv⟩th are fully consistent since they only
contribute negligibly to τ e.

It is obvious from Fig. 3 that the fundamental epochs in cosmic
evolution show very different 21 cm signatures in the two models:
spin temperature (WF) coupling (black → yellow); X-ray heating
of the IGM (yellow → blue); reionization (blue → black). Here we
focus on the global H I 21 cm signal as a way to constrain DM and
save spatial signature for future work.

4 R ESULTS

We present here the results obtained for the three DM models intro-
duced in Section 2, each with two values for the annihilation cross
⟨σv⟩: the standard thermal value, and the maximum allowed by
CMB constraints as described in Section 3.2. We solve the evolu-

tion equations of the kinetic temperature and ionized fraction of the
IGM for each of these DM candidates using the fractional energy
depositions from the code MEDEA2 and use a prescription for the
formation of collapsed sources of radiation from the publicly avail-
able code 21 CMFAST that allows us to include consistently X-ray
heating, ionization and Lyα pumping from galaxies.

In Fig. 4 we compare the effects produced on TS by our annihi-
lating DM candidates. To keep the figure simple we do not plot the
modified TK curves, corresponding to the annihilating DM cases.
However the behaviour is simple: the kinetic temperature at high
redshift increases because of the high density of DM and the corre-
sponding higher chance of annihilations. As the Universe expands
and its content is diluted TK simply settles on a slightly higher adi-
abat. When the Lyα pumping becomes efficient at z " zWF, then TS

perfectly tracks TK, which increases sharply at z " zheat.
The additional heating from annihilating DM particles drives TS

closer to TCMB for 40 < z < 100. Therefore we can expect a reduction
of the absorption feature of the homogeneous 21 cm background in
that redshift range. A larger thermally averaged cross-section cor-
responds to stronger effects on TS for an annihilating DM candidate
of a given mass. At the same time, heavier DM candidates deposit
their energy into the IGM less efficiently (see Evoli et al. 2012b),
therefore given a certain value of ⟨σv⟩ the lower mass DM candi-
date will generally produce larger deviations on TS. The effects are
much more evident at z " 30: galaxies start to form and quickly
drive Jα to values high enough for efficient Lyα pumping. As a
consequence TS decreases sharply tracking TK at a time when the
combined heating from DM annihilations and from galaxies is still
not sufficient to heat the gas above TCMB. Eventually the same heat-
ing sources make TK ∼ TS > TCMB. The different models in the
upper and lower panels of Fig. 4 show different behaviours since in
the ‘extreme’ case Lyα coupling is achieved later, and the heating
starts earlier, making the region at 16 " z " 30 in which TS < TCMB

both shallower (in K) and narrower (in redshift).
This is reflected directly on the behaviour of δTb, shown in the

panels of Fig. 5, for which we give a quantitative analysis case by
case. A summary of the results is available in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Redshift evolution of the average 21cm brightness temperature o↵set from the CMB. The
arrows on the top side of the plot indicate the transition between DM and astrophysical sources as
dominant heating source. Plot legend is also reported in Tab. 2.
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4.2 200 GeV Wino

The case of the 200 GeV Wino, described by the blue curves in Fig.
5, produces less evident deviations: assuming ⟨σv⟩th we can see no
effect on the δTb as the solid green line is virtually coincident with
the solid black line for both reionization models. Obviously this
translates into a constant #Tb, DM = 0, with no chances of direct
detection. On the other hand the case ⟨σv⟩max = 1.2 × 10−24 cm3 s−1

shows a #Tb, DM = 2–9 mK for 60 ! z ! 300 and a massive deviation
at z ! 23 that practically erases the second absorption feature and
drives the signal to emission already at z ∼ 20. This behaviour is
present for both the fiducial and extreme reionization models.

4.3 1 TeV Leptophilic

Our most massive candidate, the heavy DM particle of rest mass
1 TeV that pair annihilates into leptons, is the one that produces
by far the smallest deviations on the H I 21 cm background: for
⟨σv⟩th deviations are negligible while for the maximum allowed
cross-section, in this case ⟨σv⟩max = 1.4 × 10−23 cm3 s−1, they
reach #Tb, DM ∼ 15 mK in the range 60 ! z ! 300 and #Tb, DM ∼
65 (25) mK at 20 ! z ! 30 for the fiducial (extreme) reionization
models.

As mentioned previously, the fractional increase in the DM signal
for the two heavier candidates assuming ⟨σv⟩max rather than ⟨σv⟩th

is larger than that found for the 10 GeV Bino, due to our choice
for the heavier DM particles of a smaller minimum sub-halo mass
Mmin = 10−9 M⊙.

4.4 Isolating the DM annihilation signal

4.4.1 Degeneracy with astrophysics

Although the additional heat input from DM annihilation is easy
to isolate in the well-understood epoch of the Dark Ages (before
the first astrophysical sources; z " 30–50), the Earth’s ionosphere
makes observations of such high redshifts very challenging (though
there are a couple of non-terrestrial radio telescopes being con-
sidered, such as DARE and the Lunar Radio Array,10 LRA). The
lower-redshift signal at zheat < z < zWF is easier to observe; how-
ever in this case the DM annihilation heating must be disentangled
from uncertainties in astrophysics. This is evident when comparing
the top and bottom panels of Fig. 5. In the ‘extreme’ model in the
lower panel the emission from astrophysical sources produces a
much shallower absorption feature, and the black solid line could
be confused with the red solid line (corresponding to the case of
10 GeV Bino annihilations with ⟨σv⟩th) in the upper panel. There-
fore detecting an ∼−50 mK global absorption signal at z ∼ 22 could
be an indication of 10 GeV DM annihilations or of a strong X-ray
emission by primordial galaxies. Notice, however, that the X-ray
emission can be constrained in several ways, e.g. by tighter con-
straints on the unresolved soft X-ray background of or by a study of
the topology of the H II regions once the future radio interferometers
start probing the tomography of the IGM beyond the EoR. Unfortu-
nately, both of these observations are only indirect. The soft X-ray
background at z = 0 only constrains the high-energy component
of the source’s spectrum (∼20–40 keV at z ∼ 20), which does not
interact with the IGM (e.g. McQuinn 2012). Likewise, the EoR at
z ∼ 10 could probe a different source population than was present
at z ∼ 20 (e.g. Ricotti & Ostriker 2004). Nonetheless, if an upper

10 http://lunar.colorado.edu/lowfreq/

limit is given to the efficiency of the X-ray emission by primordial
galaxies a strong reduction of the depth of the absorption feature
would be a clear indication of DM annihilations.

4.4.2 DM signal gradient

It is interesting to notice that purely by coincidence galaxies and
DM annihilations start to heat the IGM at about the same redshift
in these models even though the processes are entirely different and
driven by structures with different mass. As previously mentioned,
galaxies with mass Mhalo ∼ 3 × 107 M⊙ (109 M⊙) are responsible
for most of the astrophysical X-ray heating at z = 20 for the ‘fiducial’
(‘extreme’) reionization model. On the other hand the function F(M,
z) in equation (3) peaks strongly for substructures Msh ∼ 1 M⊙ at
the same redshift, as we show in Fig. 6. The difference in the
collapsed fraction above these disparate mass scales is made up
by the coefficients in the heating rates. In Fig. 7 we present the
heating rates per baryon for 10 GeV DM annihilations (ϵDM) and
for galactic X-ray heating (ϵX) for the fiducial reionization model,
compared with the adiabatic cooling rate (see equation 7). Notice
that the heating rate from astrophysical sources of X-rays is much
steeper than the DM heating, but they become dominant over the
adiabatic cooling at about the same redshift. We also plot the heating
rate relative to 200 GeV DM annihilations to show that the slope is
similar for different DM candidates.

These differences in the slope are easy to understand: the frac-
tional increase of the collapsed fraction in "1 M⊙ haloes which
drive the DM heating is much slower than the fractional increase
in the high-end tail of the mass function (i.e. the haloes which host
the first galaxies). This difference is fundamental, and presents an
unambiguous way of disentangling heating from astrophysics and
heating from DM.

We quantify this further with the dotted red line in the upper
panel of Fig. 5. This curve corresponds to the case of annihilating
10 GeV Binos with ⟨σv⟩th, keeping the Lyα pumping due to stellar
sources but switching-off astrophysical X-ray heating, which could
indeed take place at lower redshifts. The increase of δTb at z ! 22
(ν ∼ 60 MHz) here is only due to heating from DM annihilations:
the different slope could be a clear indication of DM heating.

Figure 6. The concentration function adopted to calculate the boost-factor
in equation (3).
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gas ‘Compton-cools’ down. On the contrary, if the gas is colder than the CMB, it is
warmed up. The expression for the term in eq. (2.14) is obtained by writing the rate of
change between the free electrons of the gas and the CMB photons as [45] dEe$�/dt =
4�T U kB ne(1 + z)3 (TCMB � Tigm)/me and then translating in terms of the rate of change
of Tigm of all particles in the gas dEe$� ! 3/2 kBntot(1 + z)3 dTigm (finally using eq. (2.2)
to pass to redshift) [46]. In these relations U = & T 4

CMB is the energy density in the CMB
blackbody bath (with & the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [47]) and me is the electron mass.
Thus in eq. (2.14) tc(z) = 3me/(8 �T & T 4

CMB(z)). The various factors of (1 + z)3 rescale
the number densities with redshift. ne = xion(z) nA is the fraction of free electrons while
ntot = ne + nH+ + nH + nHe = nA(xion(z) + 1 + 0.073) contains the number density of all
types of relevant particles in the gas, because it is assumed that collisions keep them at the
same temperature (helium is here assumed to remain neutral, for simplicity).

The third term accounts for the heating induced by DM annihilations. As
DM injects energy at a rate E(z), the temperature changes at a rate given by
3/2 kB nA(1 + z)3 dTigm/dt = ⌘heatE (then translated into a rate of change with z as
usual). Analogously to eq. (2.11), the factor ⌘heat expresses the fact that only a portion of
the energy goes into heating. We adopt [43]

⌘heat

�
xion(z)

�
= C

h
1� (1� xa

ion)
b
i

(2.15)

with C = 0.9971, a = 0.2663, b = 1.3163. In terms of the quantities introduced above, the
total energy deposited per second per volume by the photons in the intergalactic medium at
a given redshift z reads

E(z) =
Z m�

0
dE�

dn

dE�
(z) · nA(1 + z)3 · �tot(E�) · E� . (2.16)

Solving numerically the coupled di↵erential equations (2.5) and (2.14) allows to obtain
two expressions for xion(z) (from which the value for �⌧ in eq. (2.3)) and Tigm(z), to be com-
pared with the observational constraints discussed in the Introduction (eqs. (1.1) and (1.2)).
We integrate the equations from z = 600 to z = 6.

2.1 Structure formation theory

The annihilation rate per volume at any given redshift can be thought of as the sum of two
parts A(z) = Asm(z) + Astruct(z). The former comes from a uniform density field of Dark
Matter, to which we refer as “smooth”, dominant before structure formation at redshifts
z &100, and can be written as

Asm(z) =
h�vi
2 m2

�
⇢2
DM,0 (1 + z)6, (2.17)

with m� being the mass of the DM particle, h�vi the self-annihilation rate, and ⇢DM,0 is the
“smooth” DM density today ⇢DM,0 = ⌦DM⇢c, ⇢c being the critical density of the Universe
today. As DM collapses into gravitationally bound structures, the rise of local density will
provide an increase in the rate of annihilations averaged over large volumes; such additional
contribution from structure formation can be cast in terms of the number of halos of a given
mass M to form at a given redshift z, and on the DM density distribution inside them, namely

Astruct(z) =
h�vi
2 m2

�

Z
dM

dn

dM
(z, M) (1 + z)3

Z
dr 4⇡r2 ⇢2

i (r, M(z)). (2.18)
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Figure 4. Evolution of the 21cm power at k = 0.1 Mpc�1 for all the considered DM and X-ray models
(solid line if the corresponding mean signal is in absorption, dashed-dotted line if in emission). The
shaded areas corresponds to the sensitivity regions calculated in [53] for the experiments: MWA-128T
(yellow), LOFAR (green). SKA sensitivity region is plotted as a dotted red line. The arrows on the
top side of the plot indicate the transition between DM and astrophysical sources as dominant heating
source. Plot legend is also reported in Tab. 2.

Including DM impacts this scenario due to the corresponding heating and to the Ly↵
background at earlier epochs. DM backgrounds are uniform and then both these e↵ects
contributes to suppress the corresponding power peaks as shown in Figure 4.

The annihilation products from DM however have a larger fractional contribution (com-
pared with astrophysical sources) to the IGM heating rate than the Ly↵ coupling, than DM
contribution is more evident in the middle peak corresponding to the fluctuations during the
heating-era.

Notice however that, even if uniform heating by DM dominates earlier, suppressing
temperature fluctuations, patchy heating driven by astrophysical sources eventually domi-
nates driving the large-scale temperature fluctuations observed. Therefore, the main impact
of CDM annihilations is in pre-heating the IGM, before the astrophysical sources dominate.
Under these conditions, the X-ray peak is seen when the IGM is already in emission, and
this e↵ect can be hardly reproduced by astrophysical sources.

As shown in Figure 4, as DM energy deposition becomes more e�cient (see violet and
red solid lines), the X-ray heating peak occurs in an increasingly hotter IGM, when the 21 cm
signal is less sensitive to temperature fluctuations (see Eq. 2.2). On the other hand, when the
rate is significantly higher (see orange line), the IGM is heated much earlier than structure
formation to temperatures above the CBM without large-scale temperature fluctuations,
resulting in a dramatic drop in power when Ts ⇠ TCMB.

To quantify this we show in Figure 5 the corresponding temperature distributions.
Specifically, we compare the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of T�/TS for the as-
trophysical and CDM heating models at the redshift corresponding to TS ⇠ TCMB (�Tb ⇠ 0,
see Figure 3). The astrophysical sources has a noticeably broader distribution of tempera-
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• Robust DM identification:


• when DM: the “heating” peak is lower than the “Ly-alpha” peak.


• when DM: the “heating” peak is in emission.

CE, A.Mesinger and A.Ferrara, to be finished soon



Conclusions

• Energy injection by DM annihilation at z ~ 100-1000 
can be properly constrained after accounting for 
degeneracies with cosmological parameters. 


• We have developed a new model, which includes 
lepton and photon interactions with the IGM, 
allowing us to compute the energy partition into 
heating, excitations and ionizations as a function of 
the electron initial energy, the ionization fraction 
and the redshift.


• Our results can be applied to calculate DM 
contribution to the 21 cm cosmological evolution. 
Observations of the 21 cm signal from the Dark 
Ages could eventually detect a robust signal of 
exotic processes like DM decays or annihilations.


